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Looking Back, Looking Forward 
 

 
In the Garden of Heavenly Washing, at John Byrom’s Garden of the Nine Muses, ©Vanessa Stephen 
 
A very warm welcome to the new members who have joined us since our first AGM back in May. 
Many of you have enjoyed the programme of lectures and visits we have organised thus far: the party 
at John Byrom’s remarkable Edinburgh Garden of the Nine Muses, the visit to the new additions in the 
garden at Dumfries House and our lecture with AHSS by Professor Brian Evans.  
 
His title, ‘Between the Sublime and the 
Picturesque – a life looking at landscapes’, was 
intriguing and brought us swiftly from the 18th to 
the 21st century. To inspire awe, paintings of the 
sublime showed geology dominating the figures, 
whereas in paintings of picturesque landscapes 
the figures were larger with distinct foreground, 
middle and distant planes. Here, the painter 
invites the viewer to journey through the 
landscape rather than stand back in wonder.  

For Professor Evans, the challenge of his working 
life as a landscape architect was to acknowledge 
the grandeur of Scottish landscapes and to find a 
human response through an understanding of the 
local geology, ecology and community. His final 
words: “We have a heroic landscape which 
demands a courageous response,” brought warm 
applause, but his question, ‘Are wind farms a 
courageous response or are they just industrial?” 
lingered unanswered. 



Our next event will be in the Spring when Marilyn 
Brown will talk about the history of Scotland’s 
Water Gardens (see page 11).   
 
The Glorious Gardens pilot project that Sue Hewer 
is supervising on our behalf is really getting going. 
Since she wrote about it in the last edition of The 
Pleasaunce, a core of 16 stalwart volunteers is 
now using tablets for recording. One thing that 
Sue didn’t mention was that she has prepared a 
draft Glossary of the terminology in use in 
Scotland collated material from a range of 
sources. This is necessary not just to standardise 
recording but to search online databases. The 
glossary is an invaluable tool for researchers new 
to the subject – and for older hands too. For 
instance, do you know what a fog-house is?  
(Answer at the end.) 
 
The SGLH Board meets every two months. In 
between, less formal sub-groups convene to 
discuss different aspects of our work. So far, these 
meetings have focused on events and 
conservation. The conservation meeting was held 
at John Duncan House (previously RCAHMS) at 
the kind invitation of Clare Sorensen, from the HES 
Survey and Recording team. Alison Allighan, our 
Conservation Consultant and Christopher 
Dingwall, our Vice Chair, gave a short account of 
the way our conservation work has developed 
over the years, then we got down to considering 
what our priorities should be in the future.   
 
The three strands of our conservation work will 
continue – recording, influencing policy at national 
and local government level, and casework.  We 
have agreed that we will give top priority to 
establishing groups of volunteers who will 
continue to record gardens and designed 
landscapes not on the Inventory. An exciting 
development has been an approach by a local 
authority officer from outside the Central Belt. We 
are looking into starting a recording group in his 
area, working with various local partners. If all 
goes well, we will be able to give you more details 
in the next issue of The Pleasaunce. It is very 
heartening to see that our work is respected and 
our reputation is spreading. 
 
This invitation came as a result of a meeting with 
the Sites & Monuments Records Forum where 

 
In John Byrom’s garden © Judy Riley 
 
presentation on our work and our future plans as 
a new organisation. I will spare you the complete 
list of meetings attended by Board members but 
they included the TGT Northern Forum in York, 
The Friends of Granton Castle Garden and a 
recent consultation on the new HES Corporate 
Plan.  
 
Besides supporting us by attending lectures and 
visits, can you, I wonder, assist Alison, our 
conservation consultant? We are looking for 
members who could go through their Local 
Authority List of Planning Applications and flag 
up any developments that look harmful to 
historic gardens or designed landscapes? We are 
interested in those of regional or local 
importance which are not included in the 
Inventory. If you think you can help, please 
contact conservation@sglh.org. It’s not onerous – 
several of us already do it and it only takes a few 
minutes at the end of each week. 
 
I wish you all a prosperous and healthy New 
Year. 

Sue Hewer and I had been invited to give a short 
Judy Riley 

 
Answer: A Fog-house is a Scottish term for a moss house, fog being a Scots word for moss. They were usually 
timber structures with heather and/or moss on the roof, and were lined with moss.  

mailto:conservation@sglh.org


A Scotsman’s Walled Garden in Upper Canada 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
View of the gardens of Maplelawn, 529 Richmond Road c.1890 © City of Ottawa Archives/CA019137 
 
Walled gardens were rare in 19th century Upper Canada. Maplelawn is an exceptional example of a 
surviving stone classical house and walled garden. European emigrants often transplanted their 
familiar architectural and landscape styles to Canada, but they were more likely to use timber than 
stone to construct their houses and fences in this heavily forested country.  
 
William Thomson emigrated from Scotland in 1817 
to farm in Upper Canada, living initially in a log 
house. In 1831 Thomson began construction of a 
fine stone mansion on his farm but died in 1833 
shortly before its completion. The house and 
garden are now in the care of the National Capital 
Commission (NCC) and the garden is open to 
visitors. 
 
When he retired from the army, Thomson tried to 
support his large family by farming at Deanbrae 
near Hawick in Roxburghshire (now Scottish 
Borders). However, economic conditions were 
testing following the Napoleonic Wars and a series 
of bad harvests. Thomson was making little money 
as a tenant of the Douglas family of Cavers Castle 
and decided to emigrate to Upper Canada, where 
he would be eligible for a land grant in a military 
settlement. William and John Jnr., one of his nine 
children, went ahead of the rest of the family, 
sailing in May 1817 from Leith to Quebec via Halifax 
on the Agincourt, a three-masted square-rigged 
ship of 347 tons. From Quebec, the Thomsons 
would have taken a steamer up the St Lawrence to 
Montreal, and then been dragged upriver in a  

 
Layout of the house and walled garden at Maplelawn 
in 2010 © National Capital Commission   
 
Durham boat to their destination, the Perth and 
Richmond Military Settlement at Nepean on the 
Ottawa River. 
 
Thomson was successful in his application to 
become a landowner and was allocated a 360-
acre holding (Lot 29). His remaining eight children, 
and his brother John with his nine children, joined 
William and John Jnr. in 1818 and worked hard to 
clear the rocky and forested holding to create 
fields surrounded by stone ‘fences’. Applying their 
knowledge of agricultural improvements in  



Scotland, they gained a reputation in Upper Canada as ‘model farmers’. Their farm also prospered 
because they were able to invest some of the profits from their other business supplying squared 
timber to the building trade in the rapidly growing settlement. 
 
By 1831, Thomson was in a position to replace his 
log house on Lot 29 with a comfortable, stone-
built, family home. The log house ultimately 
became a barn whose roof is visible outside the 
walled garden. In his home parish of Cavers, 
Thomson would have seen a new Georgian-style 
manse completed for Cavers Church in 1813 with 
a walled garden of just under one acre (the size 
recommended to supply a family with fruit and 
vegetables as well as providing a pleasure 
garden).  
 
It is likely that Thomson would also have been 
familiar with the walled gardens built in Upper 
Canada from around 1820 by three men of 
Scottish origin – John MacDonell at MacDonell 
House (now Poplar Villa) in Pointe Fortune, who 
had ‘a very productive garden of about an Acre, 
planted with apples other fruit trees and vines … 
enclosed with … [a] dry stone wall built 4½ feet 
high’, Col. Alexander Fraser at Fraserfield near 
Williamstown and Alexander Grant at Duldregan 
Hall in l’Orignal. Thomson decided he too would 
have a walled garden, a tried and tested technique 
in Scotland for protecting planting from severe 
weather and against the incursion of animals. 
 
The architect of the house is unknown but its 
regular Georgian proportions and fine detailing 
have strong similarities to Scottish houses of this 
period. The windows, however, are made in the 
local style of Quebec and the Ottawa Valley as 
protection against the harsh climate. The building 
materials of limestone and timber were sourced 
from within the property boundaries and the 
craftsmen employed may have been Scottish and 
‘former employees of Colonel By in the 
construction of the Rideau Canal’, which was built 
for military purposes between Ottawa to Kingston. 
 
The high standard of building is continued in the 
high boundary wall of the garden. Harry W. Cole, 
son of Thomas Cole (who purchased Maplelawn in 
1878), described the stone fences: 

They must have been built by master stone 
masons, as many of them were as strong 
and intact … in 1909 as when they were 
originally laid [in 1834]. These fences were 
built with field boulders, and involved long 
and careful work. First the ground was 
levelled and a trench about 18” wide was 
dug to firm ground. Then quite large 
boulders were fitted together and braced in  

 
The walled garden of c.1 acre (Plot 442) at Cavers 
Manse from Roxburgh Sheet XXVI (Cavers) – 
Ordnance Survey 25 inch 1st edition, Scotland (1858) © 
National Library of Scotland 
 

 
Front view of Maplelawn, 529 Richmond Road, with 
the Cole and Rochester families c.1905 © City of 
Ottawa Archives/CA018672/Pittaway 
 

 
Detail of limestone garden wall in 2015 © Helen Morris 



 
place by smaller stones. The first course 
was more or less levelled and a row of flag 
stones about 1–1½” thick was fitted on top. 
These flag stones extended 1” to 2” beyond 
the width of the foundation stones. On top 
of these flag stones were fitted boulders 
from 4” to 12” in diameter. Sometimes they 
were so carefully fitted that no mortar was 
needed … 

 
In the lengthy period between 1831 and 1950, the 
survival of the house and garden at Maplelawn 
was ensured by the care and interest of three 
families. The Thomsons first named their property 
‘Teviot Grove’, perhaps after the river near their 
original Scottish home. Later it became ‘Maple 
Grove’ after the sugar maple trees prominent in 
the neighbourhood. The Cole family, who had also 
been in the lumber industry, bought the property 
in 1877. By the time of Thomas Cole’s death in 
1904, the name had been changed to ‘Maple 
Lawn’. During the Cole era, much of the 
agricultural land was sold off for development as 
the area became Westboro, a ‘street-car suburb’ 
of Ottawa. A Rochester grandson of the Coles 
bought the house and remaining grounds in 1935 
and it was during his ownership that ‘Maple Lawn’ 
became known by its current name, ‘Maplelawn’. 
Although the Federal District Commission (now 
NCC) bought the property in 1950 to ensure its 
preservation, Frances Rochester, a granddaughter 
of the Coles, continued to occupy the house until 
her death in 1989.  
 
In its first 100 years the garden underwent only 
minor changes, such as the relocation of some of 
the early paths, which recent archaeological 
excavations have shown were sunk between 
raised beds edged with limestone flags. The Coles 
preferred to line their paths with whitewashed 
boulders, a fashion known in Ontario from c.1850 
and still in use here. In 1936 the Rochesters 
commissioned R. Warren Oliver, a horticulturalist 
from the Central Experimental Farm, to undertake 
a major renovation. Arbours were cleared away 
and the fruit and vegetable gardens turned to 
lawn. However, the general layout of the garden 
with its ornamental borders was retained, with the  

 
View of the garden looking west at Maple Lawn, 529 
Richmond Road c.1900 © City of Ottawa 
Archives/CA018645 
 

 
View of the gardens of Maplelawn, 529 Richmond 
Road in 2015 © Helen Morris 
 

original four-square plan of the flower beds and 
the central oval bed. Nineteenth century 
photographs show ‘tender fruits and vegetables 
placed at the centre of the beds, and peonies, 
oriental poppies and other ornamentals planted 
around the edges’. 
 
By 1993, the garden was again in need of being 
refreshed. With the agreement of the NCC, 
volunteers formed ‘The Friends of Maplelawn 
Garden to study, preserve and rehabilitate the 
garden, the classical symmetry of layout, as well 
as the spacing, colour orchestration and varieties 
of the plants, [and to] provide beauty, fragrance 
repose and seclusion ... making use of the large 
variety of perennials, such as the old peonies for 
which the garden was once famous, still thriving 
within its walls’. 

 
We are grateful to the National Capital Commission for permission to quote from Michael Newton (1979), Maplelawn: The 
Thomson-Cole-Rochester House: 529 Richmond Road, Ottawa, Ontario: A History, 1831-1979 and Edwinna von Baeyer (1995), 
Maplelawn 1817-1995: Landscape History. 
 

Helen Morris, Ottawa, Canada 
Barbara Morris, Scottish Borders 

 

http://ottawa.bibliocommons.com/item/show/49490026_maplelawn


Charles H.J. Smith  
Forgotten Pioneer of Scottish Garden Design 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Lews Castle, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, where Charles H.J. Smith was engaged by owner James Matheson in the 
late 1840s to undertake work on the pleasure grounds © Richard Aitken 
 
“If you wish for landscape gardening books of higher pretensions,” noted the Gardeners’ Chronicle in 
1859 (in answer to a correspondent), “then we advise you to add the works of Repton, Smith, and 
Uvedale Price to your library.”  
 
As a bibliophile, this kind of reference always 
intrigues me and, as an Australian garden 
historian, I am always on the lookout for locally 
provenanced copies of key garden design texts. 
I have a lovely copy of J.C. Loudon’s edition of 
Repton’s works, published in 1840 and 
purchased in 1850 by George Strickland 
Kingston, surveyor of Adelaide (the South 
Australian capital noted for its early encircling 
belt of park lands). And a colleague of mine 
owns a fine copy of the 1842 edition of Price’s 
works, edited by Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, once 
owned by a well-known Sydney landholder, 
and long desired by me with that kind of 
reserved envy only a passionate book collector 
can truly know. But who was “Smith”, so 
augustly regarded in the pantheon of “higher 
pretensions”’. 
 
Library catalogues seemed to identify only one 
main suspect, Charles H.J. Smith (1810–1895), a 
long forgotten and now little known and much 
under-appreciated Scot, whose book Parks 
and Pleasure Grounds, or, Practical notes on 
country residences, villas, public parks and 
gardens had been published in London in 1852.  
 

My garden history spies in Scotland were none 
the wiser. Specialist Edinburgh-based garden 
book dealer Anna Buxton informed me that a 
copy had never passed through her hands, 
whilst my friend and garden history colleague 
Fiona Jamieson know almost nothing of Smith, 
much less his book. He was mentioned in few 
garden history texts – among Scottish garden 
historians, only A.A. Tait in The Landscape 
Garden in Scotland 1735–1835 (1980) seemed 
aware of his career, despite a welcome 
mention in George F. Chadwick’s The Park and 
the Town (1966). 
 
This lacuna was puzzling since the North British 
Agriculturist (whose horticultural editor was no 
less than Charles McIntosh, then head gardener 
at Dalkeith) had described Smith in 1850 as “the 
principle [sic] garden architect in Scotland”. 
Notes and Queries painted him as “a worthy 
disciple of Capability Brown”, while the 
reviewer for The Journal of Agriculture 
(probably David Gorrie, of the well-known 
Perthshire family of agriculturists and 
gardeners) claimed that, “So far as we are 
aware, ... [Smith] is the first who, after a  
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professional education specially adapted to his 
views in life, has devoted himself, as a resident in 
Scotland, to the practice of landscape- 
gardening.” 
 
How could Scotland have so convincingly 
overlooked its own? In the United States, the 
landscape architectural profession would have 
long since seized on this Downing or Olmsted-like 
figure as an authentic local pioneer.  
 
I first came across Smith in 1983 when I purchased 
Patrick Neill’s little book on The Fruit, Flower and 
Kitchen Garden (1840). Based on Neill’s 
‘Horticulture’ entry for the seventh edition of the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Charles H.J. Smith 
furnished the designs and diagrams, 
demonstrating his specialty in garden architecture. 
But Smith and Neill were then comparatively 
unknown to me.  
 
Fast forward 13 years and whilst undertaking 
research for The Oxford Companion to Australian 
Gardens I had the good fortune to be staying in 
Edinburgh with Fiona Jamieson and when reading 
early issues of The Scottish Gardener in the 
comfort of her library I came across a reference 
from February 1855 that really piqued my interest: 
“Mr McNab of the Edinburgh Botanical Gardens, 
and Mr Murray of Glasgow, have built many 
hothouses in various parts of Scotland, as also Mr 
C. Smith (now left for Australia).”  
 
So now I could claim Smith as one of my own. 
Shipping lists soon confirmed the arrival in March 
1855 in Melbourne of Chas. Smith, aged 45, on the 
Ivanhoe, with wife and family, 15, 12, 10, 9, ex  

 
Drawings of horticultural buildings by Charles H.J. 
Smith from Patrick Neill’s book The Fruit, Flower, and 
Kitchen Garden (Edinburgh, 1840)  
 

London. Victoria was then in the midst of turbulent gold rushes, labour was scarce, and prices high. 
Smith moved to the bustling township of Kyneton, midway between Melbourne and Bendigo, where 
he appears to have settled into an extended retirement. No local garden designs of his are known. 
 
Yet based on the evidence of his book, where he described himself as “Fellow of the Royal Scottish 
Society of Arts, Caledonian Horticultural Society, Highland and Agricultural Society, and Edinburgh 
Botanical Society” and which was written while “engaged in his profession, during the last eighteen 
years”, his Scottish career must have been substantial. This internal evidence pointed to a career 
commencing around 1834, and sure enough, none other than J.C. Loudon announced in the Gardener’s 
Magazine of September that year, “Mr. Charles H.J. Smith, the son of our valued correspondent Mr. 
Smith, of Hopetoun House Gardens, has, we observe, commenced business as ‘Landscape-Gardener 
and Planner’ in Edinburgh, and we sincerely wish him success.”  
 
Here is valuable evidence of Smith’s distinguished Scottish horticultural pedigree, the son of James 
Smith, celebrated as head gardener to the Earls of Hopetoun, and also perhaps a hint of the ease with 
which the 24-year-old Smith was able to penetrate the highest echelons of Scotland’s horticultural 
establishment. 
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Smith’s election to CHS membership, from minute books kept at RBGE Library 
 
Based on a forensic approach to molecular scraps 
of information, visits to Scotland every few years, 
and the quickening pace of digitisation in the last 
decade, I have now managed to pull together the 
bones of Smith’s career. And his list of clients and 
jobs is mouth-watering: Cameron of Lochiel at 
Achnacarry, brewer Alexander Berwick at Norton, 
Sir Charles William F.A. Ross and Lady Ross at  
Balnagown, shipping magnate James Matheson at 
Lews Castle, the Earl of Lauderdale at Thirlestane 
Castle, the Highland and Agricultural Society, and 
Caledonian Horticultural Society to mention only 
some of the most prominent. 
 
So why did Smith sink into obscurity? His career 
was of relatively short duration (1834–54), for 
clients who valued discretion, and he left Scotland 
when still comparatively young. Perhaps he was 
overwhelmed by the influence of McIntosh, whose 
two-volume Book of the Garden (1853–55) was a 
veritable blockbuster and came hard on the heels 
of Smith’s modest six shilling duodecimo. 
 
There is still much to learn of Charles H.J. Smith and 
his pioneering career, and I hope one day to give 
him the full treatment that he so richly deserves. In 
the meantime, I continue to gather crumbs, and 
would welcome any local sightings, particularly in 
manuscript or other sources that might go 
unnoticed from a distance of 17,000 kilometres. 

 
The author (centre) with local dignitaries in Brooke 
Park, Derry, Northern Ireland, once the grounds of 
Gwyn’s Institution, where in the early 1840s Charles 
H.J. Smith laid out an arboretum. Photograph courtesy 
Richard Aitken 
 
 
 

Richard Aitken 
 
With any information about Smith, please write to Richard Aitken at PO Box 104, Ivanhoe, Australia 3079 
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Reputation and Reality 

Scots and Pseudo-Scots in 18th Century St Petersburg 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Formal gardens at the Catherine Palace   

 
Upper Bathhouse by the Neyelovs 1777-9, and formal 
pond, at the Catherine Palace 

 
In the early 18th century, the parks of the Tsars near the new city of St Petersburg followed the formal 
styles then current across Europe. Later in the century, the Empress Catherine the Great introduced 
the informal ‘English landscape’ style with great enthusiasm. Two are discussed here: the park of the 
Catherine Palace (also called Tsarskoye Selo, and today Pushkin); and Pavlovsk, both south of the city.  
 
British influence in these parks began with Johann 
Busch (c.1730-1795). Born in Hanover, he moved 
to London and became a nurseryman in Hackney, 
anglicising his name to John Bush. The Empress 
sent her architects, the Neyelovs, to London, both 
to invite Bush to Russia (his German language may 
have been convenient for the German-born 
Empress) and to view current trends in gardens 
and architecture. 

 
In 1771 Bush arrived in Russia with his family, 
becoming Head Gardener to the Empress, a post 
in which his son succeeded him. He undertook a 
number of projects at the Catherine Palace, where 
he was joined in 1779 by another Londoner, 
Charles Cameron (1743/5-1812), who married 
Bush’s daughter in 1784. Cameron became one of 
the Empress’s court favourites, and recruited a 
number of Scots to Russia to work as gardeners 
and garden designers, architects and engineers.  

 
It should be noted that the British – especially the 
Scots - were greatly respected in Russia. They had 
been running much of Russia’s professional life 
(army, navy, medicine and much more) for many 
years. By the 1770s Britain was perceived as the 
leader of neo-classical taste, and Scotland as 
being at the forefront of Enlightenment thought. 

Charles Cameron worked extensively at the 
Catherine Palace. From 1782-7 he built the Cold 
Baths complex, a two-storey bathhouse in mixed 
Roman-Greek classicism with luxurious interiors; 
then the adjoining two-storey colonnaded 
building known ever since as the Cameron 
Gallery, which became Catherine's favourite 
promenade. From here she could survey a 
formal garden on one side, and an informal 
‘English’ landscaped park on the other; and in the 
distance she could view Cameron’s new model 
town of Sofia, an integral element in the wider 
parkland which was designed with a street-
lighting pattern that entertained the Empress at 
night.  
 
The Empress herself gave the reason for 
Cameron’s appointment, for in a letter of 1779 
she wrote that he was ‘Scottish by nationality, 
Jacobite by allegiance, a great designer expert in 
antiquities, known for his book on the Baths of 
Rome. At the moment we are making a garden 
with him on a terrace’. The fact that the Gallery 
came to bear his name demonstrates the status 
he achieved in her service. 
 
The Empress believed Cameron to be a Jacobite 
from Rome, a belief still current in Russia today. 
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But in this he was an imposter. He was a 
Londoner both by birth and training, son of a 
master carpenter and builder called Walter 
Cameron. He had visited Rome to gather material 
for his book The Baths of the Romans explained 
and illustrated, published in 1772. The book was 
successful and remains well regarded, but 
Cameron’s career failed to prosper in London. He 
was a difficult character and fell out with too 
many people, earning such a bad reputation that 
he was later barred from membership of the 
Architects’ Club. But he was shrewd and wily: in 
Rome he had met another Charles Cameron, a 
member of the Lochiel clan (and just possibly a 
distant relative). To impress the Russian Empress, 
and also no doubt to evade any awkward 
questions about his London history, he took the 

 
The Cameron Gallery, Catherine Palace 

identity of the Lochiel Cameron, even embellishing the bookplates of his growing library with the 
illegally appropriated Cameron of Lochiel arms (incorrectly drawn at that!). Taciturn, secretive and 
socially aloof, he made no friends and never learned to speak Russian. Yet he retained the Empress’s 
favour through his ingratiating manner, his skilful interpretation of international classicism, and his very 
competent project management. 
 
But back to gardens: in 1772 the Empress expressed her interest in the new English landscape garden 
style in a letter to the French philosopher Voltaire, and Cameron’s complete lack of experience in 
garden design did not hinder his work in the new style. He had learnt about gardens from his father-in-
law, and about current stylistic development from books. Bush had already started landscaping the 
park of the Catherine Palace in the 1770s, and Cameron now enhanced it and commissioned further 
garden buildings. He also completed a series of Chinese follies, reputed to be the largest in 18th century 
Europe at the time, using Sir William Chambers’s book A dissertation on oriental gardening (1772) as a 
guide.  
 
Cameron’s only difficulty was a lack of skilled and reliable craftsmen, but - ever resourceful – he 
solved the problem by advertising for suitable men in the Edinburgh Evening Courant in January 1784. 
The choice of a Scottish newspaper conveniently avoided any ‘historic’ antagonism down south, and 
added to his claim to be a Scot. The advertisement prompted howls of protests in Scotland, and the 
Foreign Office protested too, but to no avail - 73 craftsmen arrived to take up initial three-year 
contracts, many bringing their families with them. Not everything went smoothly, for Cameron found  
that he had recruited more craftsmen than he 
needed, and many complained about the living 
conditions. Some were diverted onto other 
projects or found other work themselves, though 
a number stayed on for a second two-year 
contract. Several stayed to make their careers in 
Russia, notably Adam Menelaws (born c.1749 in 
Edinburgh) who created city gardens and a string 
of landscape gardens, and William Hastie 
(1754/5-1832), known in Russia as William Heste 
or Vasily Geste, still well-known in Russia today 
for his achievements in engineering, architecture 
and town planning. 
 
While employed at the Catherine Palace and 
park, Cameron also worked at nearby Pavlovsk, 
designing a Palladian palace, park and garden  

 

 
Charles Cameron’s Temple of Friendship at Pavlovsk  
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buildings for the Empress’s son Paul, the future Tsar. The park was the largest in 18th-century Russia. 
Its sweeping meadows, and follies such as the Temple of Friendship (1780), give it strong echoes of 
Stowe, but on a gigantic scale. The designs met Paul’s approval, but Paul was capricious and fell out 
with Cameron over costs, and Cameron was dismissed when Paul succeeded to the throne in 1796. His 
fortunes recovered after Paul’s assassination in 1801 and he returned to work at Pavlovsk, and later 
became architect-in-chief of the admiralty under Tsar Alexander I.  
 
The many political upheavals, and the lack of garden commentators in Russia, led to short horticultural 
memories. By the time the Scottish botanist and garden writer John Claudius Loudon made his 
northern continental tour of 1813-14, the local guides and gardeners gave him scant and often 
inaccurate information. Loudon noted in his Encyclopedia that ‘The head operative gardeners of Russia  
are almost all foreigners, or sons of foreigners’, 
yet writing on the Catherine Palace he notes only 
‘a variety of good buildings in the gardens, 
particularly some designed and built by Charles 
Cameron’. However, despite being unaware that 
he was looking at the layout of a British garden 
designer, he considered the park of Pavlovsk to 
be the most beautiful example of an English 
landscape garden in Russia.  

 
Both the Catherine Palace and its park are now 
largely restored, and (over)full of tourists. The 
palace at Pavlovsk is currently being restored and 
redeveloped to form a museum of the Tsars. Its 
huge park is being rescued from overgrowth to 
be appreciated once again, the splendid creations 
of an English architect who also made his name 
as a Scottish garden designer. 
 

 

 
Tourists in the formal gardens of the Catherine Palace, 
2015, with the Cameron Gallery in the background                

Dr. Patricia Andrew 
 

Photos © Dr. Patricia Andrew 
 

Forthcoming Events 
 
 
Joint Lecture with Friends of Royal Botanic 
Garden Edinburgh 
 
Marilyn Brown: Fish Ponds and Fountains, 
Cascades and Canals - Reflections on Scotland's 
Water Gardens  
 
7.30 pm Thursday 17 March 2016  
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh Lecture Theatre 
Members £5.00 
Non Members £6.00 
Pay at the door 
 

 
AGM, Project Reports and Lecture 
 
 11.00 am Annual General Meeting 
 12 noon – 12.30 pm Clyde & Avon Valley and 

Falkirk Project Reports 
 12.30 pm. – 2.00 pm Lunch 
 2.00 pm Johanna Lausen-Higgins: Sylva 

Botanica John Hope's Botanical Wood: 
The Creation of the Leith Walk Botanic 
Garden in the 18th Century 

 
Saturday 7 May 2016  
Glasite Meeting House 33 Barony Street 
Edinburgh EH3 6NX 
Tickets for lecture £8.00 (Students £5.00) 
 

 
For further details of all our events please go to http://sglh.org/ 

http://sglh.org/
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Book Review 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Vanessa Remington, Painting Paradise: The Art of the Garden.  
Royal Collection Trust: London, 2015. £29.25 
 
This handsome and sumptuously produced volume 
is the accompaniment to an exhibition of garden- 
and plant-themed pictures and objects from the 
Royal Collection at the Queen’s Gallery in London. 
However, it is clearly intended to have a value 
beyond merely cataloguing what was on display. It 
is a history of the representation of gardens and 
their plants, based on the riches of the Royal 
Collection, though there is a generous inclusion of 
extraneous items essential to telling the story, or 
stories. 
 
Because the starting point is showcasing the Royal 
Collection, the book ends up trying to do several 
things at once. It is not quite the history of gardens 
which it claims to be, so much as a history of 
garden-related royal collecting on the one hand, 
and a history of élite use of gardens from the 
Renaissance onwards on the other, with particular 
reference to the English royal family (I use the term 
advisedly, since royal gardening in Stewart 
Scotland is not part of the narrative, though the 
Victorian gardens of Birkhall and Balmoral get a 
look-in).  
 
Thus the story begins with Persian miniatures from 
the 15th to 17th centuries, since some fine examples 
are in royal ownership, then reverses back in time 
to cover Christian sacred gardens, from the 13th 
century Duccio on to the 17th century, including a 
heartbreakingly beautiful Rembrandt of Christ 
appearing to Mary Magdalene. The next chapter is 
on Renaissance gardens, starting with Henry VIII’s 
‘Great Garden’ at Whitehall, then we switch back to 
the 15th century to begin the story of botanical 
illustration. 
 
Subsequent chapters on Baroque, landscape, and 
19th century gardens return to the field of garden 
history proper, and form a more coherent 
sequence, and are followed by a chapter on 
botanically themed furniture and decorative 
objects. Considered as a tour round the plant-and- 
garden-related holdings of the Royal Collection, the 
book is terrific, and many of the individual objects 
are quite breathtaking.  
 
Since this is in fact the history of a collection, it 
seems rather a missed opportunity that this  
 

 
 
aspect of the book is downplayed to the point of 
invisibility. We are not told why, or when, the 
royal family acquired its Persian and Mughal 
miniatures: random loot from the imperial 19th 
century, or witnesses to the diplomatic contacts 
and mutual curiosity of 17th century monarchs? 
The royal collection was sold up and scattered by 
Oliver Cromwell in the 1650s. Which subsequent 
kings were cultivated enough to acquire fine 
paintings by Gossaert and Brueghel, or to collect 
prints and incunables? 
 
One story which is told very well is that of the 
changing purposes, as well as character, of élite 
gardening. In the 16th and 17th centuries, gardens 
tended to be expressions of magnificence rather 
than places for quiet enjoyment, and therefore, 
the ultimate patron was the king, or lord. Their 
purpose was to support royal authority, and their 
means were both architectural and allegorical. 
One witness to this is a fascinating music-book 
made as a gift for Henry VIII, in which England is 
represented as a garden enclosed within an 
impregnable sea-wall, dominated by a flourishing 
Tudor rose, a vision which both expresses a 
political allegory and harks back to medieval 
representations of the Earthly Paradise.  
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With the development of the less formal, 
picturesque style, gardens began to change their 
function. They were no longer theatres for grand 
display, but increasingly, used as outdoor rooms 
for flirting, gossip, music and so forth, while 
floriculture became increasingly an interest in 
itself. Thus, as Roy Strong says in his 
Introduction, ‘gradually horticulture became the 
province of the consort’. Thus one interesting 
side-story here is women taking control of the 
design of gardens. Another is the florimania 
which remains a distinctive feature of British 
culture; in which rarities were sought out, grown 
on, exchanged with other collectors, and 
hybridised (notably tulips and auriculas, which, 
by the way, are familiarly known as ‘bear’s ears’ 
for the shape of their leaves, not as ‘bear’s eyes’, 
which they are called on p. 93). Often, they were 
recorded for posterity in exquisite albums. 
Marshal’s Florilegium, compiled over thirty years, 
is a particularly magnificent English example 
from the late 17th century. 
 
One change which is revealed by the paintings of 
gardens is changing attitudes to royal privacy. 
Renaissance and Baroque gardens are 
represented as more or less empty, with perhaps 
gardeners pottering in the distance, and the lord 
with his family or a few friends. 18th century 
engravings and paintings are increasingly 
populous; the public seems to have been let in. 
St James’s Park and the Mall were shared by the 
Hanoverians and their subjects, as we see from a 
lively anonymous painting of c. 1745 in which the 
Prince of Wales and his friends shares the scene 
with Highland soldiers, prostitutes, milkmaids, 
breastfeeding women, and a defecating dog in 
the centre foreground. Apart from a 
representation of the Buckingham Palace garden 
party of 1897, a carefully calibrated dynastic 
celebration featuring the old Queen, her heir, the 
Prince of Wales, and her great-grandson before 
a respectfully admiring throng of guests, the 19th 
century pictures imply a retreat from Hanoverian 
informal walkabouts.      
 
The chapter on plant-related artefacts contains 
some weird and wonderful objects. Apart from 
exquisitely painted porcelains with botanical  
motifs and trompe-l’oeil Chelsea tureens 

 
Rembrandt, Christ appears to Mary Magdalene 
 

 
British School, St James’s Park and the Mall, c. 1745 
(detail) 
 
disguised as cauliflowers and the like, there is a 
collection of Fabergé specimen flowers made of 
gold, enamel and precious stones, standing in 
rock-crystal ‘water glasses’. They suggest that the 
royal taste for precious toys remained remarkably 
stable over the centuries. 

 
Prof. Jane Stevenson 

 
Photos courtesy of the Royal Collection Trust / © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2015 
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Books 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

The Writer's Garden: How Gardens Inspired our Best-loved Authors   
Jackie Bennett & Richard Hanson  
Frances Lincoln, £19.99 
 

Great things happen in gardens. No one can doubt the 
importance of the garden in Roald Dahl's life as it was 
here where he worked, and here that he created James 
and the Giant Peach. And where would Jane Austen have 
been if she had never seen a ‘walk’, an ornamental lake, 
or a wilderness? Gardens hold a special place in many 
author’s lives. For Beatrix Potter, Hill Top house was 
made possible by the new found freedom and wealth 
that a literary career can bring; for Sir Walter Scott, 
laying out his garden at Abbotsford was a way of 
distracting himself from mounting debts. In this book of 
18 gardens and 20 writers, the author examines how the 
poet, writer, novelist derived a creative spirit from their 
private garden, how they tended and enjoyed their 
gardens, and how they managed their outdoor space. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Voltaire's Vine and Other Philosophies: How Gardens Inspired Great Writers  
Damon Young 
Rider, £12.08 
 

Why did Marcel Proust have bonsai beside his bed? 
What was Jane Austen doing, coveting an apricot? How 
was Friedrich Nietzsche inspired by his ‘thought tree’? 
Philosopher Damon Young reveals one of literature’s 
most intimate relationships: authors and their gardens. 
For some, the garden provided a retreat from workaday 
labour; for others, solitude’s quiet counsel. For all, it 
played a philosophical role, giving their ideas new life. 
With lively prose and great stories, Young shows how 
gardens are much more than pretty ornaments or 
hobbies to kill the hours. Gardens, plants and the great 
outdoors console or confront, calm or animate, tease or 
test – they can be an antidote to distraction and 
disorientation. This insightful guide reveals the profound 
thoughts and ideas for living discovered by eleven 
famous writers in parks, backyards and pot-plants, 
making it a colourful yet philosophical companion to the 
garden’s toils and joys. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Jackie+Bennett&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Jackie+Bennett&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&text=Richard+Hanson&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Richard+Hanson&sort=relevancerank

